Summary of High Occupancy Housing Community Cafes
July 12 to August 1, 2016
Report by Sara Dechter, Comprehensive Planning Manager

As the first phase of the public involvement for the High Occupancy Housing Plan, staff held five public
meetings using the World Café methodology. 1 The meetings centered on soliciting responses to five
strategic questions that were selected from 61 possible questions developed by the City and partnering
agencies.
Each table was assigned a question for their 20 minute discussion, and at smaller meeting, more than one
question was discussed. Every 20 minutes, the groups rotated tables but first one person volunteered to stay
as the table host to greet and guide the discussion with the next group for the next round only. There were
not professional facilitators and staff purposefully limited our participation in the discussion at each table.
There are, therefore, not verbatim notes of all the discussions that occurred. The World Café methodology
also encourages visualization and drawing in notetaking. Therefore, scanned copies of the comments are
provided along with typed comments for readability.
The strategic questions from the meetings have been posted to the Flagstaff Community Forum and the
topic was open From August 1st to September 7th, 2016. Staff provided summary comments from each
Community Café to kick off the Community Forum topics. Each Café used the same format but offered
unique perspectives for consideration.
What was the public response to the
Community Cafes?

There were 80 participants over the five
Community Cafes. The smallest meeting
had 7 participants and the largest had 26
participants. A few individuals participated
at more than one meeting. Meetings were
advertised in the Arizona Daily Sun, on
Facebook, through email newsletters, and
on the City website. Several professional
and advocacy organizations helped
distribute meeting information to their
members, as did NAIPTA, the County
Health Department and NAU.
Public feedback on “how the meetings went” was not formally solicited because of the nature of World
Café method. The project team was not trying to optimize everyone’s experience, the meeting objectives are
to listen and absorb new ideas. Not all of those ideas are easy to hear, or address in this process. Team
members helping at the meeting only intervened to redirect conversations, when someone was dominating
the conversation, preventing others from participating, or when direction was requested by a group.
Some participants valued a step focused on listening and felt their participation was valued because they
weren’t being lectured to. Others were frustrated that staff did not have more prepared presentations and
were eager to learn more about staff’s position on various topics. Other participants, most of whom had
been part of the Hub appeal or the SHAP process, were concerned that the step was redundant or an
A detailed description of World Cafe Methods can be found at: http://www.theworldcafe.com/key-concepts-resources/worldcafe-method/
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attempt to ignore feedback that had already been provided through other lines of communication. Others
were turned off by the anger and frustration of other participants. Given the level of controversy, the
unequal dissemination of information, and the intense emotions people has related to this topic, working
through all of these issues is expected as part of the early project work.
What did we learn?

The World Cafes were designed to draw out new ideas and to bring new participants into the process. This
was done knowing many comments from the Hub zoning case, and the Student Housing Action Plan would
be rehashed in this context. The next few pages provided a brief synopsis and highlighted comments under
each strategic question.
Most comments received through the Community Cafes were related to impacts of large buildings on
surrounding neighbors, multi-modal transportation and parking, historic preservation, planning and
development review, resources and resiliency, NAU’s role, and relationships between the environment and
student behavior. The meeting was not designed to go into detail on these topics, but it will help develop
the content of the open houses (the next step per the Public Participation Plan). In order to address
common questions and misunderstandings, the open houses will include more information on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current requirements for impact analysis associated with a development application
Information about the 100 year water supply study
Factors influencing shading of City streets and sidewalks
Growth assumptions and the scenario development process behind the Regional Plan
Apartment management practices
Incentives for sustainable building and affordable housing
Health impacts of mixed use projects

The project manager will track and report on how the key comments are addressed in the next phase of
public involvement. See Appendix A, B and C for a complete list of the comments received.
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Highlighted Comments from Community Cafe
Strategic Question Table 1: Why is the shape and size of a building important?
Overall Community Themes from the Meetings: Functionality, purpose and design ultimately determine the
shape & size of a building. But, a building must fit in with the community and character of the
neighborhood. It’s all about location, location, location! We don’t want our viewsheds interrupted or the
sunshine blocked.
Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mass Needs Mixed Use
Zone for How Building is occupied: Not a bed – An occupant profile
Sustainable Economy - How to keep real local businesses: Hardware, Bodega, Not just bars!
Buildings Impact everything around them: Connectivity, Streetscape, Ice/Snow Removal, Lighting,
Safety/Privacy, View sheds, Shadows, Gardening
Buildings define characteristics/personality of a place: Barriers or Integrated into neighborhood Facilitate or block/overwhelm/prevent community
HOH- not appropriate in historic neighborhoods
There should be an overlay on town for this type of housing limiting it to appropriate areas – those areas
where nobody cares if they build HOH. Staff should determine where that will be and meet with those
neighbors and businesses to see if there is opposition.
Buildings are big; how will you address parking?
Tall buildings over shadow and tower over neighborhoods, block sunlight, and block views
We need zoning for neighborhoods. Neighborhoods have to be protected.
Location, Location, Location
Shape and size – indicator of who lives inside it
Property maintenance ordinance is needed
Prop 207 interpretation, zoning needs “proper” zoning
NAU could have a student fee (like they have for everything else) to assist addressing this issue (traffic)
Bringing a car to flagstaff which would be turned over to the city for traffic abatement
Mismatch of style – modern vs. older architecture- How to find a happy medium? And who decides that?
Community or builder?
Length of construction time – community has to endure longer construction
An instant increase of people into a community
Big buildings- students hide in them, they don’t become part of the neighborhood
Density will increase rates of infection
Area around NAU already has the worst traffic, HOA will make matters worse
If Flagstaff wants to avoid sprawl and lessen commute distances, new buildings will need higher density
Disperse student populations around Flagstaff, problems arise with high student population
concentrations, transit investments can bring them into NAU
Limit NAU enrollment
Over 3 stories ruins the look of our mountain town
Fighting all development will cause “historic” degradation, if the City does not plan for student housing
they will get student slums next to NAU
Mass should be largest next to NAU and taper away as you go further away
Build where traffic will be pulled away from downtown, rather than toward it
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Strategic Question Table 2: Why do you value your neighborhood? How should the things you value be
incorporated into HOH projects?
Overall Community Themes from the Meetings: My neighbors are my extended family – we rely on each
other. Safety, stability, peace & quiet, and the diversity of my neighborhood makes it very special. HOH
projects that are mixed-income, affordable, safe, include diverse households, are of the utmost importance.
But how do you develop a sense of place and become part of the community when living in a large
apartment complex that tends to be transient in nature?
Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We don’t want to look like EVERYWHERE ELSE!
HOH – Mixed – Not Just Student Targeting
How do we encourage MIXED High Density for professionals/young professionals to alleviate cost of
Housing?
Gradual Change vs Radical Change (in time, geographically)
Aspen Place at Saw Mill - Did not destroy community feel (underutilized land)
HOH is not in inherently in-line with community
Let NAU accommodate students – NOT City of Flagstaff
Necessary Infrastructure before people
Smaller projects compensate for winter issues of ice and snow on streets
Adequate parking for shops & apartments
NAU needs to help (reduce cost, give pass as a bonus) faculty, staff, and students who NEED parking
(i.e live X miles away, health issue, family care) + reward those who live close enough to walk/bike/bus
and healthy enough.
HOH next to busy 66 or Milton, etc. must provide pedestrian overpasses
Neighborhood: a place for families where people know each other and look out for each other.
Absentee landlords don’t care which trickles down, then nobody cares
Who said HOH can be incorporated into a historic neighborhood? Make sure developers know what
location they want to build in – get historic values into zoning codes
Cheaper rent to encourage people to stay longer – longer term residents encourage better relationships in
the community
Walkability
Access to forest space
Relationships – incorporate community members in HOH activities – get to know HOH people as
neighbors and humans
Having enough parking eliminates some conflict between neighbors
When neighbors have relationships neighborhoods are (mostly) safe
HOA is going to steal sweat and labor of small Southside businesses by creating a massive parking
circus/problem
Affordability
Peace and quiet are a value – building management should be liable for nuisance incidents related to their
property
Preservation of long term housing values
I value my long term neighbors that also care about their community
Let’s not become known as only a university town
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Strategic Question Table 3: 10,000 NAU students live off-campus now and 5,000 more may live offcampus in the future, how should we incorporate students in our community?
Overall Community Themes from the Meetings: NAU has made Flagstaff what it is today and is a vital
aspect of our economy. But, it’s continued growth is unprecedented. Student Housing is important.
However, the development is negatively impacting our beloved downtown and Flagstaff’s livability.
Perhaps, with reliable, direct and frequent public transportation to NAU, student housing would not have to
be concentrated downtown.
Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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State Legislature + ABOR 2 = LACK OF CONTROL, making us feel powerless
Housing Quantity is an issue - do we disperse or concentrate?
Parking Assumptions Inaccurate - HOH Customer base is not inclined to go car-less
To what degree should /can City of Flagstaff interject itself into the issue of housing university students?
Regular interaction (liaison) between City + NAU
Keep HOH bikeable/walkable/busable
Why don’t we invite Rita Cheng to come and discuss ABOR plans for NAU and our community?
Effective and experienced management critical – crime-free training – security.
Need to build HOH on areas around campus – to find reality of how students transport themselves
If build high density housing on east side would students take public transit? Take Survey
Between Benton, Leroux, and South Tracks. Parking hard now, will be worse. How will you address this?
How do we get people focused on NAU employees as well as students? Developer wants $$$$ - student
housing does not equal affordable housing
Not in big huge monstrosities, how have we been incorporating them into our community?
Some housing going up are not fitting neighborhood – 3 or 4 stories to the landlord makes more $$$ for
more room rented – they don’t care how it looks --- HELP!!!
Students park on owner’s property or streets, reward students for leaving cars at home, NAU has no funding
to build on NAU land - HOH must provide parking maybe 75% of beds plus visitor spaces
Neighborhood –park working family, historic value, continually, where people care that is a neighborhood
Expand late night transit options – Local residents becoming NAU students
Diversify communities living in HOH – Break up concentration of students – disperse smaller scale projects
around town rather than one huge HOH in a neighborhood – smaller groups of students = relationships
Events and education for students on how to be good neighbors
Students only have free access to bus route 10 – What if we let students use entire bus system for free?
More transit services to campus
Encourage students to live on-campus for 2-3 years so they become more mature before moving off-campus
Placing student housing at the edges of town will only increase traffic, it should be near NAU
Take advantage of underutilized housing developments to provide affordable, quality housing options
NAU should partner with the City to facilitate a better transition from campus to off-campus housing and
better integration into the community
Create affordable housing options with easy access to amenities and necessities
High density should remain on campus
Don’t allow for ever increasing enrollment at NAU
NAU should take more responsibility, for student impact on neighborhoods and off-campus housing
shortages

Arizona Board of Regents
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•
•
•

Developers should create more practical amenities, not luxury amenities, to create more affordable options
Use the land between NAU and CCC
NAU should offer incentives for students to leave their cars at home
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Strategic Question Table 4: What questions should we be asking?
Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are we losing actual or potential residents in lieu of temporary or tourist populations? Think High
End HOH. Think Student HOH. What about the people who live here?
What impact does NAU have on the character of our community? on our local economy?
What are other communities who are dealing with similar issues? What can we learn from them?
What town is our role model?
Where should we invest in our community? How should we invest?
How do we change the process so that developers build HOH that fit neighborhoods?
How do we accommodate affordability for citizens who live here?
How does HOH affect crime, quality of life of renters?
Can city put pressure on property owners of commercial lots that are large lots but have old, poorly
maintained or derelict buildings that could be torn down and have the lot put to better use?
Transect Zoning allows for parking that we now realize are unrealistic. How do we go about
changing this as soon as possible?
How can we make it in the best interest of NAU’s president to be a good neighbor to the city?
What is the appropriate distance from the development of notification? What is the purpose if only a
few are notified? How do we determine the notification area?
What do we do with student housing when students leave?
Can we influence NAU to require a 100-level freshman requirement of community services to help
students invest?
How do we work more with developers to build what we want them to build? (Instilling rules)
Should we revisit the form based code?
Can we be choosy about which projects are built in Flagstaff?
Transect Zoning: Why in historic neighborhoods?
How do we fast track public transportation routes that will connect NAU to more outlying areas?
Where are NAU and ABOR in these discussions?
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Strategic Question Table 5: What niche can HOH fill in a socially, economically and
environmentally sustainable community?
Overall Community Themes from the Meetings: Density deters sprawl and development on our open space
while conserving energy and natural resources. HOH can help mitigate Flagstaff’s housing shortage. But, it
must be affordable and strategically located. HOH is not very compatible with our historic neighborhoods.
Smaller scale, distributed HOH around town may build the economy and encourage more local businesses.
Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WE HAVE TO PUT PEOPLE AHEAD OF CARS FOR MIXED USE TO WORK
Development = Investment! Where should we invest?
How do we encourage MIXED High Density for all populations (not just students) to alleviate cost of
Housing?
Sprawl vs High Density -- find an in-between
Efficiency has a point of diminishing returns when it comes to HOH. What is the ideal people per acre for
environmental sustainability? Maximum Efficiency Rate?
Economically – Student housing (lack thereof) has caused students to move farther from campus and reduce
inventory for workforce. Therefore, supply & demand has caused rent to rise.
Fills a housing need without responsibility of caring for outdoor space and indoor repair (low maintenance
for tenant/owner).
Context of HOH -- does it fit in with neighborhood? Does it push other community members out
(Gentrification)?
Affordability, Mixed-Income, Diverse population
Environmental: Less Trees cut down; Energy Efficient
Water use: With HOH Housing H2O use will increase. What conservation measures will be in place?
“Critical mass” needed to incentive HOH on development on East side. Commercial, transportation, parks,
etc?
What can the city do to encourage HOH outside of downtown?
HOH spread around town might build the economy and local businesses (e.g. restaurants)
More than 1 centrally developed area
Pockets of commercial (small local businesses) within established neighborhoods
HOH located in commercial areas to reduce impact
Historic & HOH not compatible
Trend = Anti-Sprawl
Density IS NOT Sprawl
What about high density developments at a small scale?
Encourage smaller lot sites
HOH can reduce traffic when properly located
Need HOH for students to lessen the cost and increase availability for workforce housing
Density is a good thing in relation to social, economic and environmental sustainability, it lessens driving,
promotes walking, biking and transit, increases community interaction, protects forests from more sprawl
Less is more
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APPENDIX A: Community Café Comments
At each Community Café, comments were generated at the tables and then gathered and organized on a
sticky wall by the individuals who reported out for each table. It was not required that comments be
complete thoughts or that they even include words.

A-1

Community Café Session 1 (Firecreek) Public Feedback
Tuesday, 7/12/16

At the first Community Cafe meeting, staff helped members of the public organize their comment cards into categories of
Desires, Feelings, Actions, and Tools. Notes (i.e. Q.1)indicate what strategic question table the comment came from.

Desires
Q. 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

History
People
Porches
Pedestrians
Human Scale
Neighborhoods
“Character”
Diversity
Peace & Quiet
Make Transect Zoning work

Variety! (Q. 1)
• Interest
• Character
• Sense of Place

American Dream (Q. 2)

Transect Zoning
• Add #s to sizes like small, medium and large
• Based on averages of exceptional buildings

Located in NEW already Large Scale Neighborhood (Q. 2)

Community Gardens (Q. 5)
Further Define Neighborhoods

We don’t want to look like EVERYWHERE ELSE!
HOH – Mixed – Not Just Student Targeting
How do we encourage MIXED High Density for professionals/young professionals to alleviate cost of Housing? Q. 5
Mass Transit
A-2

Community Café Session 1 (Firecreek) Public Feedback
Tuesday, 7/12/16
Historic Preservation (Q. 2)
Q. 3
More Conversations
o City Council
o NAU
o Board of Regents
o Growth Rate  Reasonable
o On-Campus Housing
Context (Q. 1)
Design can help but scale is important  Neighborhood + HOH Incompatible (Q. 2)
Golden Mean 3:5 (Q. 1)
3 units per acre, 3 stories (Q. 1)
Buildings lasting 50+ YEARS (Q. 1)
Design Guidelines *Important* (Q. 1)
Longtime Residents (Q. 2)
• History
• Story Telling
Q. 1
Mass Needs Mixed Use
Zone for How Building is occupied
• Not a bed – An occupant profile
Sustainable Economy
How to keep real local businesses
• Hardware
• Botega
• Not just bars!
Q. 2
Transportation
Focus on Urban Edge
Milton (Changed) Destroyed
What Questions Should We be Asking?
What will Flagstaff look like 75 years now? Q. 4
What does livability mean for Flagstaff? What values can we agree on? Q. 4
Q. 4
•

Where should growth occur?
A-3

Community Café Session 1 (Firecreek) Public Feedback
Tuesday, 7/12/16
•
•
•
•
•
Q. 4
•
•
•
•
•

Q. 1
•

What role/impact does NAU have on our local economy?
What impact does NAU have on the character of our community?
Do NAU students have a positive or negative impact on our community?
Can high density housing play a positive role in our housing mix?
Think about what Flagstaff will be like 75 years from now?
How do we incentivize affordable housing or medium income housing?
Where are desirable areas for high density housing?
Encourage employers along with housing
How do we incorporate transportation? Walking?
HOH is important  Related Services are a key concern
o Affordability
o Transportation
o Housing options
o Adjacent property values
o Neighborhood Transformations
o HOW DO WE HOUSE EVERYBODY
Buildings Impact everything around them
o Connectivity
o Streetscape
o Ice/Snow Removal
o Lighting
o Safety/Privacy
o Viewsheds
o Shadows Gardening

Question of students? What do they want? Q. 3
What happened to the town & gown dialogue  NECESSARY! Q. 3
Q. 4
•

•
Q. 1
•
•
•
•

Are we losing actual or potential residents in lieu of temporary or tourist populations?
o Think High End HOH
o Think Student HOH
o What about the people who live here?
TRANSPORATION/TRANSIT! (Q. 4)
“Resistance is Futile”
Bad - Slack Design
o Antonio Salieri vs Wolfgang Mozart
We don’t look like everyone else
Lessons from Architecture History
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Community Café Session 1 (Firecreek) Public Feedback
Tuesday, 7/12/16
•
•
•
•
•

Design Patterns  Good Logo  USE Drives Design
Target Resident NOT Target Building
Mixed USE
Superblocks don’t work
Reflect this in code

Q. 1

Lesson From Manhattan 1970
•
•
•

Converted to WTC “SuperBlock”
Lost Walkability
Lost Daytime business when walkability disappeared

Gradual Change vs Radical Change (in time, geographically) Q. 2
Aspen Place at Saw Mill  Did not destroy community feel (underutilized land) Q. 2
Is High Density the Issue? OR is locating High Density the Issue? Q. 4
Student Housing Important! (Q. 2)

NAU has made Flagstaff what it is Today! How can it support Flagstaff’s Future? (Q. 4)
10 Years Ago  NAU + COF (Intertwined)

NAU should teach community involvement; orientation
Students eventually graduate and leave  don’t have stake in community

Q. 5
Economies of Scale

NAU contributes to Flagstaff  NAU responsible to keep Flag a livable community
Limit Growth + Permits? NO
Q. 5
• Rent by the room  International students (China, Saudi Arabia)
• Issues with housing Availability  Students dropping out due to lack of housing
• Diversify housing choices in right location
• HOH - Reduction in “Squatters”
HUB  no connectivity, too modern (lacks historic appearance), no contribution to City of Flagstaff (Q. 2)
A-5

Community Café Session 1 (Firecreek) Public Feedback
Tuesday, 7/12/16

REPEAL PROP 207 (Q. 2)

Consensus Flagstaff (Q. 2)

HOH – 72 Units (Q. 2)
• Downtown
• Southside
• Walkable
• Central
• Density

Lowell Observatory Helps Flagstaff’s Image
International Dark Sky City (Q. 2)

(Q. 3)
Arizona Board of Regents

ACTIONS?
WE HAVE TO PUT PEOPLE AHEAD OF CARS FOR MIXED USE TO WORK (Q. 5)
What are other communities who are dealing with similar issues? What can we learn from them? What town is our role model?
(Q. 4)
What type of HOH? Are we going to overbuild due to tech boom (impending)? (Q. 4)
Where should we invest in our community? How should we invest? (Q. 4)
How do we encourage more biking, walking, + transit-riding in Flagstaff? (to improve quality of life) (Q. 5)
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Community Café Session 1 (Firecreek) Public Feedback
Tuesday, 7/12/16
Q. 4
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the problem?
What is “livability”?
How does housing impact “livability”
How do we change the process so that developers build HOH that fit neighborhoods?
How do we move forward such that all values are honored?
What are the competing values impacting growth & HOHs?

NO SPRAWL (Q. 5)

$$$$ (Q. 5)
•
•
•

Tax
Good + Services for Occupants
Affordability for initial home owners

Best Way to house increasing student population - 2014  2017  2025

Q. 3
To what degree should /can City of Flagstaff interject itself into the issue of housing university students? Regular interaction
(liaison) between City + NAU
State Legislature + ABOR  LACK OF CONTROL (Q. 3)
• Funding (Lack of) (Mandate)
Q. 3
Traditional Students: HS to College
Non-Traditional: Time off; may have families
Housing Quantity is an issue  Do we disperse or concentrate?
LANEWAY HOUSING
Disperse Bars
Q. 3
Students - Home Away From Home
Disperse throughout community
Incentives to homeowners to have rentals
Intergenerational
How do we get people focused on NAU employees as well as students?
With Increasing physical limits results in economic limits
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Community Café Session 1 (Firecreek) Public Feedback
Tuesday, 7/12/16
Incorporate affordable housing
What are drivers?
How do we attract?
Parking Assumptions Inaccurate
• HOH Customer base is not inclined to go car-less
Q. 2
QUESTION 2 IS FALSE ASSUMPTION
More students than residents fundamentally changes a neighborhood.
Tourist + College Town  Stimulate Economy, Promote Small Business (Q. 2)
Q. 2
Student Behavior not compatible with owners enjoying their property
650 Student Complex “NUISANCE”
HOH does not promote Historic or Charm
• More chains as opposed to local businesses
• “push out” locals
Development = Investment! Where should we invest? (Q. 5)
What are Flagstaff’s Economic Drivers (Beyond NAU)? How do we attract more?
After Development reputable Management Company pertinent!
Can buildings change uses in the future? Shape & Size Contribute to this. (Q. 1)
Size + Shape = Town’s Personality (Q. 1)
Q. 1
Buildings define characteristics/personality of a place
• Barriers or Integrated into neighborhood
• Facilitate or block/overwhelm/prevent community

EMOTIONS
The Sun Never Shines (Q. 1)
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Community Café Session 2 (Aquaplex) Public Feedback
Saturday, 7/16/16
“ALL OF THE QUESTIONS OVERLAP”
Q1: Why is the shape and size of a building important?
Shade deprives others of solar – for gardens and solar panels
Preserve and enhance historic district
Cap NAU students
There should be an overlay on town for this type of housing limiting it to appropriate areas – those areas
where nobody cares if they build HOH. Staff should determine where that will be and meet with those
neighbors and businesses to see if there is opposition.
What neighborhood you are in affects shape & size
Contextual – should not overpower existing neighborhood
Sun blocking
Icy conditions affected by tall buildings
Size and shape should fit with neighborhood
Neighborhood has to come first, then decide shape and size. Then, have to look at zoning.
A) Set-back from property lines
a. Normal set back
b. Single story for 25 Ft
c. 25 – 50 Ft = 2 story
d. 50 Ft = higher

Buildings are big; how will you address parking?
Most of building downtown fit into HUB. Too Large.
Building has to fit – one by Kohl’s looks good
We lose view of mountain
Will they take more land to park or go higher (build up)?
Parking degrades neighborhood
Density Matters
Human Scale
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Community Café Session 2 (Aquaplex) Public Feedback
Saturday, 7/16/16
Can’t Control Growth
Growth Pays for Infrastructure
Infrastructure requirements
No SPRAWL
8 Units = No problems
20+ Units = Problems
•
•
•
•

Utility
Functionality
Sense of space + Habitat
Maintain the overall integrity of design

Solar Incorporated into projects
•

With smaller projects, height is OK
o Less apartments  Smaller Bulk  Less Crime

Stability vs Transient population
Bring south-side and Plaza Vieja back by putting student housing in appropriate places
Parking  minimum of 2 parking places per condo
All has to be in context of face that we have snow
Q2: Why do you value your neighborhood? How should the things you value be incorporated into
HOH projects?
Beautification, green space, parking gardens
Off street parking
Values: Neighborhood = Family
•

Values:
o Privacy
o Beauty
o Quiet

Mixed Families  small children to seniors
•
•
•
•
•

Close to open space
Close to doctors’ offices - within walking distance
Know neighbors
Usually not parking issues but sometimes there is
Solar panels
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Community Café Session 2 (Aquaplex) Public Feedback
Saturday, 7/16/16
•
•
•
•
•

Low crime rate
Stability of neighborhood
Incorporate in planning close shops, restaurants, parks, disposal services
Smaller projects compensate for winter issues of ice and snow on streets
Adequate parking for shops & apts

Mostly single family neighborhood
Quiet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walkability
Biking in the woods
Open space
Neighbors are distant
Not much traffic
Close to services
5 Story Buildings not on narrow street
Winter weather code enforcement
Smaller scale projects
HOH has higher crime rates
HOH anti-ethical to a neighborhood

•
•
•
•
•
•

Community
That is stays no-density
Quiet
Stable environment
Proper infrastructure
Retains character

•

Mostly single family neighborhood
o Quiet
o Dead end neighborhood; no drive through
o Close to parks and trails – Buffalo Park, Tennis Courts, Kids Park
o Few apartment buildings which are relatively small and only 2 stories
o Can walk to downtown
o Relatively affordable

A myriad of resources needed to support the values of neighborhood
Develop city planners to accommodate the shared “values” of my neighborhood
HOH is not inherently in-line with community
•
•

Community
Walkability
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Community Café Session 2 (Aquaplex) Public Feedback
Saturday, 7/16/16
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access
Diversity
Small Scale Structures
Stability/Not transient
Open/Green Space
Local Businesses - Not Big Biz

Necessary Infrastructure before people
Let NAU accommodate students – NOT City of Flagstaff
•

Values about my neighborhood
o Close to open space
o Know my neighbor – many long-term residents
o Not a drive through and not much traffic
o No difficulty parking

Walkability
Closeness to Services
Mixed Use
Disperse bars
Winter ice issues from shade of tall buildings
Private roads are inadequate
5 story building need to be built on wider roads or set-back
Will having HOH near my house cause my insurance to increase?
•

Why are you destroying why I moved downtown?
o Architecture
o Old Houses
o Streets
o Views of mountains
o People, neighbors, home
o I know all my neighbors - feels like a family
o HOH does not give me a family feel

•
•
•
•
•

Quiet
Friendly neighbors
Very green
Like living downtown
Know my neighbors
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Community Café Session 2 (Aquaplex) Public Feedback
Saturday, 7/16/16
•
•
•
•
•

Sense of family
Pay attention to trash
People take care of property
Can see mountain
Close to park with kids’ laughter

Highland Village Resident (not a student) says: didn’t know anyone so didn’t have to find roommates.
Rents aren’t a problem because pay by room. More than enough parking.
Make whole South Side Student housing. At least, close to campus. (NK – not sure of tone of this
comment: sarcastic or genuine?)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Safety
Privacy
Green Areas
Off-Street Parking
Neighborhood Social
o Awareness
o Safety
o Helpful
Development
Appropriate neighborhood to develop sense of community?
o Where are they and are there opportunities in these areas to redevelop and infill?
o Don’t like anything in South side and downtown. (NK – assuming this comment means
resident doesn’t want development in Southside & Downtown)

Q3: 10,000 NAU students live off-campus now and 5,000 more may live off-campus in the future, how
should we incorporate students in our community?
Constant Reactive State (be more proactive)
Keep HOH Bikeable
Why do we have to help NAU?
You’re ruining a PERFECT city! Leave it alone.
Students are not residents of the City of Flagstaff.
Why don’t we invite Rita Cheng to come and discuss ABOR plans for NAU and our community?
Poor Management after Development (i.e. The Grove)
•

Effective and experienced management critical
o Crime-free training
o Security
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•
•

Increase Frequency of Public Transportation (Mountain Line)
o Direct Route from East Side
Types of students
o Under Grads vs Graduate Students
o Traditional vs Non-traditional Students
 Different lifestyles/values

Need to build HOH on areas around campus.
Need to find out/do research as to the reality of how students transport themselves
How many, what percentage of students have cars?
If more students have cars, do their housing facilities have to provide parking
Need to address affordability
Need to have apartments that are designed for families and students
If built high density housing on east side would students take public transit? Take Survey
Need to make transit more like line #10
Between Benton, Leroux, and South Tracks. Parking hard now, will be worse. How will you address this?
Q4: What questions should we be asking?
Ask police and fire  issues with HOH density when dealing with problems
Ask hospital and emergency vehicle about access issues with HOH
Ask city about AirBnb issues with HOH
Can city put pressure on property owners of commercial lots that are large lots but have old, poorly
maintained or derelict buildings that could be torn down and have the lot put to better use.
How does HOH affect crime, quality of life of renters?
How do we accommodate affordability for citizens who live here?
How can we develop better communication with NAU about HOH?
Why are we carrying any of NAU housing problems?
How can we make it in the best interest of NAU’s president to be a good neighbor to the city?
Why are we discussing this without Rita Cheng? NAU has no one coming to meetings. Input from NAU.
City is building apartments to gain revenue, not to improve and maintain city life?
How do we create and maintain neighborhoods as in traditional neighborhoods with integral services?
(see old Pittsburgh)
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Transect Zoning allows for parking that we now realize are unrealistic. How do we go about changing
this as soon as possible?
How do we create and maintain neighborhoods as in traditional neighborhoods with integral services?
We need to allow HOH around the university
City needs to educate people about simple definitions of: regional plan, zoning codes, urban centers
•
•

•
•
•

Citizens have a lack of trust of planning & zoning staff
o How can we improve communication to develop trust?
Staring with Mayor & council, how can they complete the loop to explain how a decision is made?
Same question relevant to city staff
o Such as recent appointment of Board of Adjustment
What restrictions CAN city put on NAU housing their own Students?
What formal agreement is there with city to house the rest?
What can the city require or negotiate with NAU about their housing policies?
o Cars for freshman
o Lottery rules

10% or less of housing is affordable. We have no economies in Flagstaff.
Where do affordable thresholds come from?
Why not tear down all of South side and make it student housing?
Developers don’t care about Flagstaff
Walkability
Milton Road
Rent by bed
•

CoHousing
o Different types of housing units
o Option to buy
o Inclusive
 Students
 Married
 Children
 Single

City vs County Responsibility
Ask Police & Fire Department complications with HOH issue.
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Q5: What niche can HOH fill in a socially, economically and environmentally sustainable community?
Energy Efficiency has a point of diminishing returns when it comes to HOH. What is the ideal people per
acre for environmental sustainability? Maximum Efficiency Rate?
Social Infrastructure  Transitory
Social Isolation
Impact of Aspen Grove? Any stats on efficiencies/ sustainability metrics?
•

HOH Condos vs Apartments
o Condos  ownership (more stable)
o Apartments  Rental (transitional, short-term)

Private versus Public funding $$$$
Larger Footprint  More Bang for the Buck
Sprawl vs High Density  find an in-between
“Ghettoization”
Median Income vs Median Rents, Median Home Price (disparities)
Affordable housing
Less Sprawl
Historic vs Old
Size of Unit
CoHousing
Economically – Student housing (lack thereof) has caused students to move farther from campus and
reduce inventory for workforce. Therefore, supply & demand has caused rent to rise.
What is the capacity of current/existing “high density” housing?
Will students be able to afford this new housing without going decades into debt?
HOH needs High Density Parking. Please include more parking.
Water use: With HOH Housing H2O use will increase. What conservation measures will be in place?
Every time a building like the HUB goes up, it ruins the culture of the city.
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Q1: Why is the shape and size of a building important?

HOH *greater than 75 beds per acre

-

Does it fit?

-

To many people behind four walls

-

Need park/ public space

-

Single use buildings are a problem

-

Shape and size can retain historic character

-indicator of who lives inside it
-

What about mixed residential (i.e. inclusionary)

-

The grove is sterile like projects in a big city

Character
Community fit
Location, Location, Location
Number of cars?

-

Not appropriate in historic neighborhoods

-

Property maintenance ordinance is needed

-

Sunlight is so important

-

207 interpretation, zoning needs “proper” zoning

-

Large buildings (Marriot) HOH

-

Periphery okay ( near Walmart or Target )

≠ Downtown
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ZONING – interpretation – legal

Size and Shape
-

Needs to fit in

-

Viewsheds (how defined)

-

Tourist come for our historic character

-

Fortress, prisons

-

Make it look decent

Sportsmans = eye sore --- chain stores

-

Huge buildings over shadow and tower over neighborhoods

-

Character

-

Community feel of a neighborhood

-

Blocks the view

-

An instant increase of people into a community

-

Big buildings- students hide in them, they don’t become part of the neighborhood

NAU could have a student fee (like they have for everything else) to assist addressing this issue (traffic)
Bringing a car to flagstaff which would be turned over to the city for traffic abatement

View of peaks gone in some places. Flagstaff is being raped by developers

Motivation for specific project
-

Benefit to contents

-

Real not reported

-

Conflict of purpose
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-

EX. Walkability v. potential congestion

We need zoning for neighborhoods. Neighborhoods have to be protected.

Q2: Why do you value your neighborhood? How should the things you value be incorporated into
HOH projects?

What is a neighborhood?
-

Neighborhood has kids, families.
Know and watch out for each other
Safety
Established longevity
Kachina village
City growing so fast hard to keep up
Tourist attraction

HOH does not belong in historic neighborhoods
-

Lighting needs to be part of the zoning code
Codify the regional plan
Get historic districts mapped into the code
NAU needs to help ( reduce cost, give pass as a bonus) faculty, staff, and students who NEED
parking (i.e live X miles away, health issue, family care) + reward those who live close
enough to walk/bike/bus and healthy enough.3

Needs to fit in
-

Not block sun, views of landmarks that currently exist. view sheds
Tourism hurt if character of historic areas lost, small stone buildings
View sheds need to be mapped
HOH next to busy 66 or Milton, etc. must provide pedestrian overpasses

-

Neighborhood: a place for families where people know each other and look out for each
other.
Longevity- important for a feeling of trust and community

-
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-

HOH – the very nature is transitory the scale and transitory nature of these projects makes it
impossible to have these things that people value in their neighborhoods.
Infill is adverse position to maintaining neighborhood values

What is a Neighborhood?
-

95 % college students
Working people, 1 or 2 small businesses neighborhood park, historical value,
Continuous stability, “bug in”, people care
Historical value
NAU participation
Building designed to fit in
Location
Absentee landlords don’t care that trickles down, nobody cares
High cost of rental housing

-

Access to open space
Safety, especially for children playing and going to school
Lack of eyesores
Dark skies (lack of enforcement is a growing problem)
Codify the new regional plan- make it easier for developers to follow the desired conditions
of development

Neighborhood = families and kids- know each other longevity
High-rise- main thoroughfares – small scale- location bound
Take on Prop 207!!
Who is responsible for maintaining character of the city?
Who said HOH can be incorporated into a historic neighborhood?
Make sure developers know what location they want to building in
Get historic values into zoning codes
City needs to inform the developer

Question 3: 10,000 NAU students live off-campus now and 5,000 more may live off-campus in the
future, how should we incorporate students in our community?
Owners vs. Renters ----- Next Tempe?
NAU does not encourage – no cars * bus
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Infrastructure  HOH strain
Developer $$$$-

student housing

≠ affordable housing

City needs to put demands on HOH’s if residents need 2 parking spaces per house the HOH must have
the similar if not higher
Students hurting too, some working 3 jobs and full time students
Cars clearly parked illegally in winter, not towed when ample evidence of snow cover
Pushing out families that have lived there for generations
NAU has to get involved to be a partner
Without gentrification
Limit percent of rental properties in an area
Single family houses replaced by multiplexes disguised as duplexes must be stopped
Not in big huge monstrosities, how have we been incorporating them into our community?
on campus – other side of freeway
east flag without displacing low-income residents
not on cheapest land with highest density
4th st on right side of street. 3- 4 stories (cow ranch parking lot)
Affordable housing needs to be values more ---- 25%
Another university heights (NAU associated residents)
State----NAU------ Bad Planning
Some housing going up are not fitting neighborhood- 3 or 4 stories to the landlord makes more $$$ for
more room rented- they don’t care how it looks--- HELP!!!
Build the zoning codes not to what they want or who you know.
NAU encroaching on neighborhoods- so are large buildings—absentee landlords don’t care
The answer is NOT more small scale duplexes/triplexes integrated throughout a community
Student park on owners property or streets. Reward students for leaving cars at home.NAU has no
funding to build on NAU land
Boundaries NAI take over neighbors5 points to Lonetree- all student housing- (no Family)
Loss of ownership to families. Students don’t buy houses
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NAU take over
NAU does nothing to encourage students to walk.
Tickets do not deter illegal parking- increase fee
HOH provide perks to students who are seeing limited housing availability – parking- pools- gyms- in one
building.
NAU charges too much for students to park at NAU – They park where they want 
Neighborhood – 90% college students in Southside.
Neighborhood –parks, working family, historic value, continuity, where people care that is a
neighborhood.
NAU wants to be a neighbor – be a neighbor example—Parties, speeding, trash, relieving themselves on
private property – our neighborhoods are all being rented to students.
Property maintenance ordinance- match historic value of neighborhood
Butler- 5 points to lone tree
Big companies putting lots of strain on infrastructure
Affordability
Lots of meetings with no change or outcome
Neighborhood
-

Not students
Historic values

- working people
- small business
- buy into neighborhood have to care

-parks/green spaces

How to incorporate?
-

NAU has to be involved
Zoning
Circle of caring
Scale
Property maintenance
Less interpretation

Neighborhoods Opposite
-

Turnover
Renters
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-

Second home

Owner occupied vs renter---- rental regulations
Loss of homeowners vs. absentee landlords
No incorporation of truly affordable units
Renters have little interest in the community as they will be gone in four years
NAU hampered by gutting of state funding
HOH must provide parking maybe 75% of beds plus visitor spaces
Encourage to leave car at home is not by charging for parking- that only encourages parking in
community

Q4: What questions should we be asking?
Is “HOH” a red herring and is the real issue “student” or “high-density” housing?
Security & safety  who’s responsible, who pays?
How to tailor transportation system to directly serve students? Must know these needs.
Can city work better with realtors selling properties to neighbors? Educate on neighborhood and
preferences.
What’s the matrix/metric that the city uses to weigh competing interests?
How can we address vague guidelines in zoning code?
What is the appropriate distance from the development of notification? What is the purpose if only a
few are notified? How do we determine the notification area?
What do we do with student housing when students leave?
Can we maintain a connection between new transportation and new housing development?
“Critical mass” needed to incentivize HOH on development on East side? Commercial, transportation,
parks, etc?
Where’s the map of community on where HOH can be?
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can NAU be better neighbors?
What is NAU’s role in the conversation?
What is the burden on the community?
What responsibility is NAU taking for their growth? (Mitigating harm to long-term residents)
Why do residents have to bear burdens that developers don’t (e.g. parking)?
Where will they park when spaces at the development fill up?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there an area that all HOH should go (campus)?
Is filling a niche enough to justify destroying neighborhoods?
Who is responsible for maintaining our character and quality of life?
What is P&Z going to do to make sure neighborhood culture is protected?
How can the neighborhood dictate the change in neighborhood?
Can HOH be integrated into small neighborhoods? What is a “small” neighborhood?
How can P&Z be proactive rather than reactive
How is “progress” defined and determined? “compatible” “culturally appropriate”
Who is most adversely affected by the development?
Is gentrification going to affect the neighborhoods?
Who has a say in where the development is located?
How is parking affected?
How much activity is coming to the location
How are safety concerns being met? Developer or taxpayers
How much do residents have to pay for guests?
What is healthy growth?

Why are rules (parking) different for residents vs developers?
Who is most affected? Affluent or disadvantaged (balancing act)
Parking Fairness

Whose voice will be listened to? (most)
Why can’t NAU have a “no-car” policy for freshman like a lot of schools?
NAU shuttle around city similar to Stanford? Operated by NAU to outlying areas.
Why isn’t NAU offering up their acreage at Lonetree & I40?
Can we influence NAU to require a 100-level freshman requirement of community services to help
students invest?
What is the burden on the Community? On NAU?
How do we fast track public transportation routes that will connect NAU to more outlying areas?

Q5: What niche can HOH fill in a socially, economically and environmentally sustainable community?
Economically: Affordability, Mixed-Income
Mixed-Use: Need clear definition “Jargon”
Yes, HOH fills need but where and what size?
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Some discussion about planful development of HOH/neighborhoods
Fills niche of lack of housing
HUB
City might designate specific areas rather than wait to react
Environmental: Less Trees cut down; Energy Efficient
HOH is not addressed in the regional plan or in zoning ordinances
Socially Sustainable?
Is retail affordable?
Appropriate retrofitting vs destruction
Open Spaces (Parks!)
Community space creates sense of community
Fills a housing need without responsibility of caring for outdoor space and indoor repair (low
maintenance for tenant/owner)
Zoning for public open space creates that space rather than single family homes
Criteria for affordable housing isn’t a fit with population
Where impacts the How
Problems  Parking, Pedestrians, Traffic
Niche means “need’ or “role”? (Or both)?
Balance  Student/Workforce housing
HUD housing sustainable
Parks, common spaces considered sustainable
Open Space + HOH?
Density? Socially, environmentally, economically
Context of HOH  does it fit in with neighborhood? Does it push other community members out?
Traditional neighborhood: Everybody knows everybody, takes care of neighborhood
Southside has a lot of multi-generational families  promotes investment, social sustainability
Having young people invest in the community would not mean it becomes another Phoenix. A lot of
people who are not invested in Flagstaff.
HOH cannot fulfill a socially & economically sustainable community. Cannot be done.
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Why can’t NAU have a “no-car” policy for freshman like a lot of schools?
NAU shuttle around city similar to Stanford? Operated by NAU to outlying areas.
Why isn’t NAU offering up their acreage at Lonetree & I40?
Can we influence NAU to require a 100-level freshman requirement of community services to help
students invest?
What is the burden on the Community? On NAU?
•
•
•

Affordable housing policies aren’t as incentivized in Flagstaff?
Median Income for housing does not meet building criteria – sometimes building is set vacant
HUD vs 3rd party property owner
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Q1: Why is the shape and size of a building important?
Shape & Size = Community Character
Density? What is appropriate?
Height? What is appropriate?
Style? Size?
Shared Space – Tall building breaks up the community – Stop segregating student communities
Community character – needs to fit right with existing buildings.
Shading
Ice build up
Privacy
Sky view
Happiness
Green space availability
Space next to sidewalk
Can change how people use and move through community
Mismatch of style (modern) with older architecture of an old neighborhood. How do you find a happy
medium architecture wise? Who decides that? Community or builder?
Architecture Standards?
Sky view – dark skies
View shed of mountains and dark sky/stars.
People want to be able to see these things.
Impact on trails – more traffic – less desirable trails, etc.
Community could feel part of it – shared space
• Chem building- open 1st level- not shops
• Like Heritage Square
Monolithic area segregates
Compatibility with community character
Potentially erase history
Length of construction time – have to endure longer construction.
What is the appropriate shape & size for Flag? Depends on neighborhood
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HOH cannot fit in residential neighborhood due to scale
Match buildings to surroundings
Non-monolithic buildings
Who decides building design standards?
Appropriate Location
Large Buildings CAN’T interact
Small Buildings CAN interact
Mixing soft boundaries between buildings and homes.
Small scale buildings
Need transition between small and large scale buildings

Q2: Why do you value your neighborhood? How should the things you value be
incorporated into HOH projects?
Community Gardens
Love for Our Neighbors
“The parking was BAD then …. “
Culture and history
Regulation = Self-selection
What we value needs to translate to regulations.
Values: Enough Parking, Neighbors, Walkability, Proximity to Urban and to Forest, Stars!, talking to
neighbors, sense of community, history, safety, quiet
HOH affects character in a negative way
Do we have to have HOH?
Questions assume we will have HOH
If values become part of code, type of development will change
(Mostly) SAFE because of Relationships!
Living Conditions of HOH--- Things we like: Landscaping, pitched roofs, sidewalks, front porches
Value: sized to lots in community and public view corridor – park on own property – sun! cant block sun
of neighbors
Value: neighbors, walkability, character, history, night skies, quiet, safety, view of peaks, sun
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Relationships- incorporate community members in HOH activities. Get to know HOH people and
neighbors as humans
Values: used to have parking – enough parking – get along with neighbors – space walkability to
downtown and forest space—unique homes -- enhancing history – dark skies/stars
Concerns with HOH- safety – over consumption of alcohol, Noise
“I know the people” relationships- incorporate community building activities: block party, community
center-for events, mixed shared space
Longer term residents encourage this shared community space- How to encourage people to stay longer
in HOH- cheaper rent, live in same apt. 4 years?- guaranteed rent for 4 years- no increase.

Q3: 10,000 NAU students live off-campus now and 5,000 more may live offcampus in the future, how should we incorporate students in our community?
Smaller groups of students = relationships
• Welcome into community
How do we welcome students into the community?
• Welcome wagon
• QR codes with community information
• Block party – Get to Know Your Neighbors
• Have someone facilitate/plan events & activities
• Events & Education
Engage developers in rules/regulations
Owners assume responsibility
Cannot do this without a relationship with NAU
Community relationships: peer pressure – sustainability
Keep students on campus 2/3 years so become more mature
Students want freedom and experience as a young adult
Build HOH on campus and not in community
What about % of students off campus? How do we let them be part of the community? Integrated!
Currently increasing housing on campus  land to build but students don’t want to be on campus.
Students (undergrads) don’t want to follow strict policies.
Smaller Student housing --- healthier to mix them (students) into the neighborhood when they live in
smaller building
Affordability and availability of new developments? Particularly for students
Bite size chunks of students integrate better than large complexes
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Too large chunks of students do not easily incorporate into neighborhoods.
Educate students about housing & parking
Change Zoning to take into consideration parking
NAU housing requires some high density housing
Why is NAU not involved in resolving the issue?
Direct, Fast Transportation to Campus (Mountain Line)
• Distribution of students, more choices
• What if we let students use entire bus system for “free”?
Dedicated Rapid transit
• Something that bypasses campus
If you (NAU student) had rapid transit, would you live in the periphery? YES
Limit Cars for freshman
Students have rental cars available on campus (enterprise)
Expand night transit options.
Local Residents becoming NAU students
Diverse communities living in HOH
Break up student communities  build neighborhoods
Temporary student housing within walking distance
Students “desperate” for housing options
Lack of available housing
Why do “we” (Downtown Residents) have to be affected when other newer neighborhoods (e.g.
Ponderosa Trails) not impacted?
Students currently living in shared rooms, how do we allow for all students comfortably?
What if each student brings a vehicle?
Change the default location. Make other parts of town more attractive for students housing.
Integration (smaller scale) vs. Disruption (bigger scale, close to families)
Can we limit the units to 30/acre?
Protect “pocket” neighborhoods  establish neighborhoods, HISTORIC
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SAFETY: Particularly in over-housed developments (high density of partying college students) FIRE
dangers.

Q4: What questions should we be asking?
How do we work more with developers to build what we want them to build (Instilling Rules)
Should we revisit the form based code? –can we change min. parking requirement?
Can we be choosy about which project are built in flagstaff?
Can we (Coconino County) break away from AZ? Please?!?
Why default to HOH downtown?
Impact of increased number of people on surrounding residents- building form doesn’t workWhy do we need the HOH?
Is there a need for HOH?
What is special about flagstaff? How do people Occupy space?
Why don’t we explore more on campus housing that partners with ACC American Campus Community?
What about moving housing to the outskirts of NAU boundary?
Why have transect zoning?
Landlords and property manager responsibilities- How do we hold them accountable?
Doing a survey to see who would take advantage of housing on campus? Add more public/private
partners.
What about adding events to get involved in to avoid alcohol consumption? (would decrease drunk
students in neighborhoods)
Infrastructure impact- streets/transportation, water, sewer, noise, electric lines, focus of improvements
Can we limit the number of units per acre?
What questions? – parking and traffic particularly in high density – impact of people pedestrians high
traffic volume. – late night pedestrians (2-5am)
Safety? Security? Partnership with city, developers, and property managers
Expand safe ride?

Q5: What niche can HOH fill in a socially, economically and environmentally
sustainable community?
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Parking issues need to be addressed first.
What can the city do to encourage HOH outside of downtown?
HOH spread around town might build the economy and local businesses (e.g. restaurants)
Spread HOH around town in more appropriate places (4th Street)
HOH in 4th Street – revitalize the areas
Pockets of commercial within established neighborhoods  small local businesses
HOH located in commercial areas to reduce impact
Historic & HOH not compatible
How does HOH “give back”/Support Flag?
• Surcharges based on density to fund community space
• Impact fees
• Overlay zones
• Other strategies
Trend = Anti-Sprawl
More than 1 centrally developed area
Density IS NOT Sprawl
Design in the right place
Smaller scale HOH dispersed around town. High Density  Fee to fund community space
Location! Don’t combine lots in residential neighborhoods.
Social Impacts of HOH & Parking
Socially – HOH changes neighborhood feel
Infill can reduce local access to existing small open space
Can HOH really reduce housing costs? Is there evidence for this?
Multiple use – ability to be flexible
A mismatch with the niche/need for low income housing. We need low income housing but most HOH
projects don’t meet this needs.
Needs to be built with intent
What about high density development at a small scale. Encourage smaller lot sites.
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Many times where you live and the type of housing people live in is not what they choose; it’s what’s
available and what they can afford.
Most HOHs will be a negative socially.
Afraid student bubble will break. Therefore student orientated HOH unsustainable long term  are they
flexibly designed to accommodate changes in housing needs?
HOH provides its own community = good for HOH residents even if disconnected from surrounding
community.
Walkable, Livable, Trans-Orientated Development
How do we address affordability?
Rent prices similar to San Diego.
Follow dark skies – low lighting
Architecture should fit in. Sheer size will not allow it to fit it.
Bus availability, bikeable.
•

Not in a historic neighborhoods
o Woodlands Village
o 4th Street Aquaplex area

•

Denver
o Traditional neighborhoods
o Small commercial areas to support walkability
o Supports dispersion

Stray from “Euclidian” Zoning (divided uses)
Encourage Mixed Use
Gentrification
Parks
Combine Community + Students
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Q1: Why is the shape and size of a building important?
How big do we want to be? Like phoenix? No
Wait list to live on campus
HOH --- APTS – Boarding Houses
GOAL: How do we change HOH Incentives & Bonuses?
Energy efficiency- Shadows Building sites should consider location-ice safety-gardens-water
Preserving open space around neighborhoods- peak views – dark skies
Height – impacts view and shade
What kind of buildings are allowed in McMillan mesa?
People buy for the views.
High occupancy V. High Density
Traffic – 5 points
Affordability- the promise hasn’t been kept with new housing
Rent by the room is more transitory
Frequency of accidents on Milton
Cost and type of development – infill and mixed use is good
Do we really want that much growth?
Are students equipped to live off campus? (Behaviorally + emotionally)
NAU losing students because of lack of housing

Q2: Why do you value your neighborhood? How should the things you value be incorporated into
HOH projects?
Flagstaff is a Special Kind of Urban
Attachment to the outdoors and community
Side-by-side with the environment
Rainwater harvesting ordinance
What about gardens, open space, efficiency?
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Green = healthy for resident of HOH
Green appropriate to the surrounding area
Pine – Gardens – zenscape
Wildlife corridors should be considered
People to People Connections
The people connection inside the building matters  a way to interact with their neighbors
People are friendly! Walking by and saying hi to neighbors. Front Porches
Key Viewpoints in town?
Views of the peaks from Cedar on McMillan Mesa
Views from Aspen Place North to the peaks
The views from Milton are important.
Peaks – wide views
Make developers design around it (obstructing peak views)
Shielded Light, Dark Skies, Observatory Mesa
Cyclists  safe choice for people who want it
Choice of neighborhood  choice of type of housing
More Housing Options
Affordability!
AZ cannot require Affordable Housing.
Will restrictions for HOH drive up housing $$?
Don’t over-regulate these buildings (HOH) and drive up costs
Can these (HOH) support young professionals? “Getting Established”
Rent is so high even in Sunnyside  less choice even for working people
Long term residents
Housing
Diversity
Outdoor space, patios, porches, balconies
Parking downtown has to be available!
Growth – public transportation (busses, shuttles)
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Q3: 10,000 NAU students live off-campus now and 5,000 more may live off-campus in the future, how
should we incorporate students in our community?
NAU is a neighbor
NAU needs to be a good neighbor
New parking rule for weekend and evening is bad community relations
NAU is a member of the community and needs to speak
Even NAU employment is more transitory today
Need to get the states attention on issues that are local
Students find affordability an issue too.
Students worry more about will I have a place to live (due to lack of housing)?
Can make it difficult to stay in school.
Housing on NAU for freshman closed 6 weeks early (fills up quickly) and they (freshman) went to
different schools in some cases.
Near campus housing run by NAU
Living on campus is part of the college experience. Connection to activities.
Need family housing on campus for non-traditional students.
-single parents
-women
Build HOH near campus. Good for students & neighborhoods.
Distinguish “parties” from gatherings. Party that is not out of hand.
The Grove isn’t “student” issue
Poor management
NAU hands-off
Too concentrated
The Grove isn’t the hotspot anymore. Quieted down.
Off- campus fraternities when concentrated are problematic too.
Students are looking for “a place to go” to hang out
Nuisance ordinance makes a difference
Educate students on how to “party” politely
NAU historically silent re: community issues
Be neighborly
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Community Café Session 5 (Library) Public Feedback
August, 8/2/16
Downtown will always have central bars + clubs
Behavior – Manage it!
Rio Grove  common spaces for students
Gentrification in downtown
Multi-family resources
• bulk pick up
• recycling
• snow
Off-campus students - disconnected + developing
Student family housing

Q4: What questions should we be asking?
How do we make HOH safe? Streetlights and night walking
How do we make road crossings safer- W66- Milton & Butler
Need overpasses and underpasses for pedestrians
More Cars and more people walking = dangerous
How close is the building going to access the destinations? Safety- biking/walking
How to cross on butler? Volume of walking goes up. – Too manual
Tourism traffic needs to be considered. A-1 Mountain isn’t feasible
State Highways need to come to the table.
Address pedestrian safety and crossings before development is built
What other things can come with these developments – Jobs, Innovation
Prop 207 is written for the valley not flagstaff- also inclusionary zoning ban
Livable wage. Affordability. Flagstaff for families and workforce housing even if it’s for a short time.
Q5: What niche can HOH fill in a socially, economically and environmentally sustainable community?
Is it possible to require recycling for multifamily or HOH projects?
Rain water collection on HOH buildings- big buildings = lots of water
Help a neighbor recycle
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APPENDIX B: Sampling of Scanned Comment Cards
Community Café #1

B-1

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

Community Café #2

B-8

B-9

Community Café #3

B-10

B-11

B-12

Community Café #4

B-13

B-14

B-15

